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Tick the correct answer for the following Questions: 1x15=15

1. The government decides to call off their support programs for underdeveloped 
communities due to a lack of funding.
i. Call off ii. call up iii. Call for

2. The foundation comes up with the idea of providing teachers in rural areas with more 
teaching resources. 
i. Comes up with ii. comes by iii. Comes in

3. More talks by successful people are needed in order to cheer university students up.
i. Cheer ...off ii. cheer ...into iii. Cheer ...up

4. In spite of tough security measures, two prisoners still managed to get away from the 
detention center.
i. Get on ii. get off iii. Get away

5. In a typical large-scale company, many departments have to look over a single business 
plan.
i. Look into ii. look up iii. Look over

6. The government needs to further develop the public transport system if it wishes to 
encourage more people to give up driving private vehicles.
i. Give in ii. give up iii. Give away

7. Hackers these days can easily penetrate weakly developed online security systems and 
give away sensitive information.
i. Give in ii. give up iii. Give away

8. If students struggle to find information for their academic studies, they can easily look it up
on the Internet.
i. Look... into ii. look.... up iii. Look.... over

9. Tourists are advised to look out regularly because of the increasing rate of crime in this 
city.
i. Look into ii. look away iii. Look out

10. The city council was finally able to work out a plan to solve the problem of traffic 
congestion in the center.
i. Work up ii. work out iii. Work over

11. Could you turn on the T.V? The soap opera is about to start.
i. Turn On ii. turn down iii. Turn up

12. The T.V. is too loud, can you turn it down?
i. Turn... On ii. turn... down iii. Turn... up

13. I’ve been looking for my car keys for half an hour.
i. Looking into ii. looking up iii. Looking over

14. If you don’t know what the word means, you have to look it up in the dictionary.
i. Look... into ii. look.... up iii. Look.... over

15. The meeting has been brought forward to Monday.
i. Brought in ii. brought up iii. Brought forward
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